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Principal’s message  
 

It’s hard to believe it’s Week 6 of Term 4! Just about everyone I speak to – staff, students, and parents and carers are  
finding that time is flying by. It seems that as we move back to our ‘normal’ we are experiencing just how busy life can be, 
at home and at school. Since our Week 2 newsletter we have enjoyed a number of events and activities…with many 
more to come. We’ve hosted our Kindergarten Orientation, our Year 1 – 6 Orientation, our Year 5 OC 2023 Orientation, a 
P&C Spooky disco, Grandparents Day assembly, and a Remembrance Day assembly. Of course, still to come are our 
Year 6 end of year ‘everything’, P&C twilight picnic and Presentation Day.  
 

Recently, we received some positive feedback about our newsletter. 93% of parents and carers who completed The Tell 
Them From Me Survey responded that our newsletter was ‘Somewhat’ to ‘Very Useful’ for finding out news about the 
school. Our newsletters are published three times a term so if you’ve missed a few along the way you can find current 
and past issues on our website.  
 

Additional positive feedback I’ve received includes an email to acknowledge the wonderful students from our school who 
participated in community programs at Kids Giving Back during the Term 3 and the recent September / October school 
holidays. Jonas S and Teo S are among close to 500 young people who produced over 7,500 hot meals, cold meals, fruit 
kebabs, breakfast boxes, snack packs and care packs which all included empathetic, positive messages on each 
item.  These were then distributed to 9 charities around Sydney. A considerable act of kindness. 
 

I have also received a letter informing me our 2022 Maths Olympiad Junior teams have been placed in the Top 10% of 
teams overall. With more than 100,000 students from around Australia and New Zealand, to rank in the Top 10% is a 
significant achievement and our students should be proud of their efforts. These results are testament to the guidance of 
class teacher Mr Williams as he is passionate about the development of maths problem solving skills and strives to   
challenges his students to think more creatively in this area. 
 

Of course, all of our teachers are advocates for becoming lifelong learners. Whether it is mandatory training in CPR, a 
passion for learning more about the science of reading or examining new curriculum, our teachers are constantly availing 
themselves of the most relevant and up to date information, training and professional learning. It is a mandatory      
requirement under the Teacher Accreditation Act 2004 that teachers are accredited at Proficient Teacher Level, and 
maintain that accreditation with the NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA). Last week, staff were delighted to   
recognise Ms Schumacher with her Certificate of Proficiency. This certificate comes as a result of proficient teaching and 
many hours of professional learning, and signifies continued application to the profession. Congratulations Ms           
Schumacher!  
 

Our staff regularly contribute to our school and the teaching profession in one way or another beyond the classroom. Ms 
Johnson has worked tirelessly so our 100 new kindergarten students and their families were welcomed into our school 
and are now ready for a start in 2023. Many staff including Ms Williams, Ms Wilkinson and Ms Stafford wore pink in   
support of Pink Ribbon Day to raise funds for Breast Cancer, an illness that has impacted many of our staff and families. 
Ms Weston is one of the teachers highlighted in the Teaching Opens Doors Campaign for the NSW Department of    
Education, and I was recently involved in a round table discussion with Secretary Georgina Harrison about the           
Rewarding Excellence in Teaching project. Of course, the opportunity to showcase our school and community is afforded 
by these contributions.  

Thank you for taking the time to read about what’s happening at Summer Hill Public School, we are very excited to report 
what our students have been doing. If you enjoy reading our newsletter and would like to see what’s happening around 
the school more regularly visit the website at https://summerhill-p.schools.nsw.gov.au/. For day to day updates and   
reminders download our Skoolbag App for your phone or tablet device. Click here to go to the school website for further 
information to upload to your device. 
 

Natalie Armstrong 
Principal 

 November 

Thu 
17 

Y3-6 Parliament 
assembly in hall 
2:15pm 

Fri 
18 

Summer PSSA     
12-2:30pm 

Mon 
21 

Y2-5 vote for house 
captains 

Tue 
22 

5OC visit Fort St 
HS 12pm 

Wed 
23 

Waste free 
Wednesday 

Thu 
24 

Y3-6 gold awards 
assembly in hall 
2:15pm 

Fri 
25 

Summer PSSA     
12-2:30pm 

Sat 
26 

Twilight picnic at 
SHPS 4-8pm 

Tue 
29 

5OC visit Fort St 
HS 12pm 

Wed 
30 

Y6 Film festival red 
carpet premiere in 
hall 12-3pm 

 Y6 Film festival 
online release 7pm 

 December 

Thu 
1 

SH Blue assembly 
in hall 2-3pm 

Fri 2 Summer PSSA 12-
2:30pm 

Mon 
5 

Y1-2 Field of Mars 
excursion 
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Find more on EVENTS  
on the school webpage 

 

https://summerhill-p.schools.nsw.gov.au/
https://summerhill-p.schools.nsw.gov.au/events.html
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Notices  

 

Uniform Shop  - Pacific Pearl 

Opening hours - Uniform Shop  

Dear parents and carers, 
 

As you may be aware the NSW Department of Education recently ran a tender process for our schools' uniform supplier. Pearl Pacific are now the   
supplier for our school. We look forward to having them on board with us.  
 

The Uniform shop will be operating each Monday from 8.30am-10am and Wednesday from 2.30-3pm. 
 

In the meantime, you can order uniforms online via this link https://www.sustainableschoolshop.com.au/sumhillps 

Grandparents Day assembly 

Kindergarten 2023 enrolments  

For those parents and carers who have a student starting Kindergarten in 2023 or those of you who know someone in this position, this is a gentle   
reminder that we are taking enrolments now. 
 
If you haven't made contact with the school and would like information about the enrolment process please contact the office via email: 
 
summerhill-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au or call 9797 8160. 

At the 5⁄6 Seaweed Grandparents Day Assembly in Week 3, Year 5 made up a song about their 
grandparents that everyone sang. K Jellyfish also did the assembly with us and they recited their 
own poem about grandparents as well as their own Acknowledgement of Country. It was a great 
assembly that the Grandparents especially loved. 

 

By Ajay, Alex and Lewis  

2023 ministers speeches 

Year 5 candidates for minister roles in 2023 gave their speeches to students in Years 2 to 5 before voting commenced. 

https://www.sustainableschoolshop.com.au/sumhillps
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Across the stages 

Early Stage 1 

 

The past few weeks have been very busy in kindergarten. We have been trying to take advantage of the warmer weather and have been spending more 
time learning outside. This has been great for our observation skills in science as we continue to focus on how and why changes occur in the sky and 
our landscape.  

News Café across the grade on a Monday afternoon has proved to be a great success, encouraging the 
students to structure their thoughts and ask relevant questions. Whole stage dance has also been a lot 
of fun. 
 

Last week we had a visit from Kate who works at Observatory Hill EEC. She talked to us about recycling 
and how we can care for our school environment. We also had the opportunity to design a waste free 
lunch box. 

Stage 1 

This month, Stage 1 has spent time ‘looking up and around’ during collaborative and investigative science activities. They designed and created rain 
gauges so that the rainfall could be collected and measured over one week. This created plenty of opportunity for estimating, measuring and recording 
date. Scientists in the making! 
 
In Geography, the Stage 1 students are discovering more about planet Earth, locating and labelling the oceans and continents that make up our world.    
 
Sport rotations continue to be lots of fun - yoga, volleyball, soccer, skipping, relays and T ball are giving the students terrific opportunity to practise and 
refine skills.  
 
Imaginations are running wild during creative writing lessons where descriptive adjectives have been used to build a characters by describing physical 
appearance, personality traits and the feelings felt by the character. So creative!! 
 
The Wizard - By Magnus N 
 
The Wizard is a cranky pants, he has always been a bossy boots and is quite crazy! He thinks that everyone else is silly but he is the silly one and is not 
very clever. The Wizard is clumsy and has bad eyesight. He is made out of gingerbread and thinks he is tall but he’s as short as a mouse and terrified of 
everything! 
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Across the stages 

 

Stage 2  

Stage 2 has been enjoying a DigiEd incursion this week. Students had to think up a quick narrative complete with characters, an orientation,              
complication and resolution. They storyboarded their ideas, then got to work sculpting their clay figures and drawing the backdrops for the different 
scenes. Using a claymation app, the students spent a long time moving their characters, tiny bit by tiny bit, capturing each new movement with a photo. 
Finally, the movie was uploaded to an editing app, and then titles, credits, a soundtrack and sound effects were added. What fun! 
 
“We liked how we got to make a claymation movie and use an app. We also liked how we made our clay models because it’s really fun to squish clay” 
Munkuush, Thomas, Jackson 
 
“We loved today because we had a good group and got a lot done in one day” Ivy-Jane, Augie, Jarvis 
 
“We loved making the characters and the backdrops. The stressful period was very hard, but we loved it anyway!” Celia, Annie, Heidi 
 
“We had lots of fun adding music and sound effects” Hannah, Reeha, Lucy 
 
“We liked being able to show our artistic abilities, and we were enjoying ourselves” Charlotte, Eva M, Eva G 
 
“We had a lot of fun creating people out of clay for our movie” Blake, Kiran, Jake 
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Across the stages 

 

Stage 2  
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Across the stages 

 

Stage 3  

Cherry blossoms grow 
Water gleaming in the sun 
Spring is coming now 
 
Evening has arrived 
Sunset glow is everywhere 
Autumn leaves are here 
 
The sun is shining 
Warm summer sticky and hot 
The flowers have bloomed 
 
The cold wind is sharp 
The mountain is breathtaking 
Snow is everywhere 
 

Juliet 
 
 
Origami cranes 
All hanging from the ceiling 
One thousand and one 
 

Elsie 
 
 
Peaceful water runs 
Under the beautiful bridge 
Where trolls hide and live 
 

Matthew 
 
 
Lanterns light the way 
A brilliant gleaming sight 
Stars shine bright tonight 
 

Natasha 
 
 
Shining fields of grass 
Entrancing those who view it 
Dew drops sparkling bright 
 

Natasha 
 
 
Red-faced monkeys crawl 
To the warm giant hot springs 
To relax at night 
 

Jeremy 

The night stars shine bright 
Watch! Here comes a shooting star 
Beaming in the night 
 

Maya 
 
 
City lights glowing 
Stars shine brightly in the sky 
Night falls time to sleep 
 

Calia 
 
 
Blossoms are blooming 
The sun shining bright yellow 
The water is flowing 
 

Calia 
 
 
Drifting on water 
Bubbles float out of my mouth 
Lying on calm waves 
 

Frankie 

5 Kelp 
 
5 Kelp have been studying Japanese culture as part of our reading of Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes.  
 
Please enjoy these haiku by students in 5 Kelp. 
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Across the stages 

 

Stage 3 

GreenWay Art Competition 
 

Hi, I'm Jonas and I entered an Art Competition called the GreenWay Art Competition which is 
hosted by the Inner West Council. I entered with my brother Teo. I made an awesome magpie, 
and I got the idea from the friendly magpie that lived on our fence when we were renovating our 
house. My brother made a cool frog and got the idea from our neighbor's pond which has tons 
of little frogs that live in it. At first, I didn’t want to enter but then my Mum and Dad said that if 
you win you win a voucher or something and kept on talking about it until I decided to enter. I 
then made it to finals! I still haven't been told if I've won or not - hopefully we find out soon! 
 

By Jonas  

English - Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes 
 

5/6 Seaweed has been reading the book Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes by Eleanor Coerr. It is set in Japan and is based on a true story of a 
young Japanese girl affected by leukemia from the Nagasaki and Hiroshima Bombings in 1945. We have been writing a summary of each chapter,     
ompleting comprehension tasks and looking at the language and vocabulary used throughout the book. We also learnt from reading the book, that l 
egend has it, that if a sick person folds one thousand cranes, the gods will grant her wish and make her healthy again. Drawing inspiration from the 
book, we have learned to fold our own paper cranes. Can we get to one thousand? 
 

By Isabella C, Katie, Juliette, Audrey and Suvana  

Buddies 
 

Every 3 weeks we get to spend time with our buddies - Year 6 have Kindy buddies and Year 5 have buddies in Year 2 and 3. When we see our       
buddies, we play sports and games together, share what we are learning about in class and help the younger grades with their learning. We are lucky 
because we get to know our buddies better each time, we see them! We are currently writing cards for our buddies, using what we have learnt about 
figurative and literal language in English. Our buddies are truly adorable!    
 

By Annie, Dolce and Tasmin  
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Across the stages 

Stage 3 

2023 Minister Candidates 
 
During Week 5, 16 of the 56 Year 5 applicants were chosen to run for the 2023 Student 
Minister roles. On Wednesday we wrote speeches and created posters to present to Years 
2-5, the following afternoon we found out if we had made the 2023 student Ministry. Even 
though students didn’t make it, they were resilient, respectful, optimistic and happy for their 
fellow peers. Well done to all of the Ministers for 2023! 
 
By Isabella L, Patrick and Chloe  

Year 6 Dance 
 

The Year 6 students in 5/6 Seaweed have been doing dance classes once a week in Term 4. Together with 6 Scallop, we’ve been doing different styles 
of dance including: Hip Hop, Old School Hip Hop and Bollywood. We danced to Shell Shock, Ice Ice Baby and a Bollywood song. In Shell Shocked, we 
danced with partners and did a fighting scene. In Ice Ice Baby, we tried to moonwalk, do the helicopter and the table. We danced to a Bollywood song 
that really got our heart rates up! We can't wait to show off our dance moves at the Year 6 Graduation Dinner! 
 

By Julien, Jamie and Leo   

Science - Natural Disasters Websites 
 

This semester we have learned about different types of Natural Disasters, particularly ones that affect us here in Australia. We have all enjoyed showing 
what we know about Natural Disasters by making websites about them. We used Google Sites to create them. Our class really enjoyed researching and 
putting the information in our own words. We used lots of strategies to create our sites and we researched about Volcanoes, Floods, Bushfires, Tropical 
cyclones and many more. Overall, it was a really fun activity to do in class and a great science project! 
 

By Anthony, BK and Aryan  

Year 6 Film Festival 
 
We have had 1 and a half terms to complete our films. Each Year 6 film groups could choose different 
genres around this year’s theme of ‘The Present’. We learnt how to edit and put music into our films. 
Each group enjoyed spending time as a group and completing our films. We hope grades K-5 enjoy what 
we have created when they premiere later this term! 
 
By Natalie, Caiyi, Gloria and Wanwisa  
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Drama 

Film By The City 

Congratulations to the Stage 2 Drama Ensemble for their excellent work making the film, 
“There Is Only One Me”. Our film premiered at George Street Cinemas on 25 October in 
a special Red Carpet event for the Film By The City Festival. Our film was also awarded 
the prestigious “Murat Memorable Movie Award” by Mr Murat Dizdar, Deputy Secretary 
of the NSW Department of Education. Well done students! 

Film By The City Festival website 

State Drama Festival 

Congratulations to Lloyd S, Isabelle F, Ewan C, Georgia H, Mila R (Year 6) and Kim D and 
Chloe X (Year 5) for their recent performances at the State Drama Festival 2022. These 
students participated throughout the year in the NSW Public Schools Drama Ensembles and 
attended rehearsals at The Arts unit. They performed in both nights of the festival including to 
a full house at the VIP evening.  

https://filmby.schools.nsw.gov.au/community-locations/communities/film-by-the-city.html
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Drama 

 

Australian Theatre for Young People (ATYP) is the national youth theatre company of Australia. ATYP exists to connect young people with the          
professional theatre industry locally, regionally and nationally. It's the principle on which the company was founded in 1963.  
 

ATYP’S recent production, Antartica, included Summer Hill Public School student Ewan C. 
 

Antarctica is about nine schoolkids stranded in a shack, on the bottom of the world, with a sinister force circling outside… 
 

The  young explorers, in the ghostly footsteps of Ernest Shackleton, question their place in the natural and social order of the world as the limits of their 
courage are pushed into unchartered waters. Safety (and sanity) seems to be drifting farther and farther away. 
 

The younger generation is being called on to lead like never before. The power of nature and the nature of power are explored in this adventure story for 
the Greta Thunberg generation. A hypothermic flurry of comedy and thriller, Shack explores the territory between teen anxiety and teen invincibility. How 
do our young people learn to step up and lead, when sometimes just existing is hard enough?! 
 

So zip up your warmest parka and be ready for anything… 

Year 6 Film Festival 

Australian Theatre for Young People’s (ATYP)  Rebel Theatre  
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Sport 

Representative Sport - Athletics 

Book Club is here! It is so exciting to see so many students equipped for their holiday reading. If your child is yet to receive their book, the stock is on 
back order with the supplier and should be here before the end of term. 
 
This term Stage 2 have been working hard creating book reviews to promote some of the great titles available in our library. Below are some examples 
of their work. 
 
Real pigeons fight crime 
 

Four pigeons are on a search for crimes, but two evil villains stop them on their search. Will they solve the mystery of the evil bat trapper or the disap-
pearing breadcrumbs? One character to look out for is homey. He was my favourite because he is funny and cool. IF YOU LIKE surprising crime stories.  
I rate it 4 out of 5 Minions.  
 

Anson Z 4 Wrasse 
 
THE BFG  
 

A little girl is taken away by a mysterious giant. Now she has to adjust to living in a different world and try not get discovered by the other man eating 
giants. Then the Blood bottler comes into the BFG house while Sophie is not hidden. Will she get discovered or will she live? Lauren L 4 Wrasse 
WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ Dorothy has been transferred to a different world and needs to get back to Kansas. She meets some friends that also 
have desires. Dorothy needs to take risks would she make it out alive?  
 

Kyran H 4 Haddock 

 Book Club 

I represented Summer Hill Public School at the Zone, State and Regional Athletics Carnivals. I made it to 
Nationals for the 800m because I came 2nd at the State competition. Nationals is the last level you can 
make at my age! I leave for Nationals on the 17th of November. I’m going to catch a plane to Brisbane where 
Nationals are being held this year, which I'm so excited for! My family is coming to support me and they have 
to pay for all of the plane tickets and the accommodation. PSSA NSW provided me with some raffle tickets 
so that I can help raise money to get me and my family there! At   nationals I am going to be representing 
NSW and will be competing against competitors from all around Australia.  
 
By Taj 

Library 
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P&C 

Come and celebrate the end of the year (almost!)  
 

Highlights include bouncy castles in the hall, games and craft activities for 

the kids! Market stalls, and bands.  
 

Not one, but two spit roasts - lamb and pork, a sausage sizzle and pre-order 

your grazing platters here - https://www.trybooking.com/CEFCC 
 

Grazing platter orders due by Wednesday 23 November. Vegetarian options 

will be available.  
 

Please sign up to help. https://signup.com/go/zZzgXXg 
 

See you there! 

 

Summer Hill Public School Parents and Citizens Association 

Twilight Picnic 26 November 4pm to 8pm  

The Spooky Disco on Friday 4 November was a roaring success - queues began to form well before opening time at 5pm. The hall was filled with    

glow-in-the-dark ghouls, skeletons and witches. Over 700 sausages were sold, and our spooky guests eagerly queued for yummy treats including cold 

drinks, popcorn, gelato and lollies. The Quiet Zone, a new initiative this year was beautifully set up and appreciated by many. Many thanks to the    

dozens of amazing volunteers who made the event happen, it was fabulous to run the disco again for the first time since 2019. 

 

The Disco Committee  

Spooky Disco update  

https://www.trybooking.com/CEFCC
https://signup.com/go/zZzgXXg
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Community notices 

 
 
 

Contacting our school 
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Community notices 
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Canteen menu  


